INTRODUCTION
There are many applications that require the estimation of the Angle of Anival (AOA) of an unknown electromagnetic wave, or signal. Furthermore, such AOA estimates must he made over a wide hand of signal frequencies. Typically, such estimates are made in the presence of a significant amount of corrupting noise that is introduced into the system both internally and externally. The classic approach to this problem has been the five-element Linear Phase Interferometer (LPl), which offers AOA estimates whose accuracy is derived from the length of the long baselines.[ 1-41 More recently, it has been shown that the ability to achieve the accuracy available from an LPI is also determined by the ability of the unambiguous, short pair to discem between the multiple ambiguous solutions obtained from the long baseline [ 5 ] . Additionally, the LPI is inherently effective over only a narrow hand of frequencies.
' US. Hence, a number of LPI's, each operational over a narrow band of frequencies, is required for wide band operation. This results in a large number of antennas that form an antenna "farm", which requires a large amount of space on an airborne platform and a large amount of electronics to support each LPI. Thus, the sheer number of apertures required for wide band operation makes maintainability, reliability and application versatility, along with issues of cost, size and weight, major considerations.
With advances in receiver technology, coupled with the implementation of high speed computational power, alternatives to the LPI have emerged. The single, multimode antenna is a class of antennas that can produce AOA estimates at least as accurate as the short baseline pair of an LPI [6.7 1. When such a multi-mode antenna is also of a class of antennas referred to as "frequency independent", the accuracy of these AOA estimates become invariant over a wide hand of frequencies. The N-arm, spiral antenna is such an antenna, combining multi-mode characteristics over a wide band of frequencies. It was seen that such multimode antennas can provide accurate estimates of AOA using classical phase (and magnitude) comparison techniques. Such techniques require the use of modeforming hardware such as a Butler matrix. To offset the expense of such mode-forming hardware, parameter estimation techniques were employed to produce AOA estimates at least as accurate as those using the modeforming hardware. These parameter estimation techniques, such as Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM) and MUSIC
[8], while eliminating the need for beam-forming hardware, require increased computational power and multi-channel receivers. These single aperture, N-arm spirals, however, could not match the accuracy of the LPI at its design frequency.
The Hybrid Interferometer [5] combines the advantages of multi-mode, frequency independent antennas such as the Narm spiral, with the accuracy of the long baseline used in the LPI. Comprised of three, N-arm spiral antennas, the Hybrid Interferometer uses the separation between spiral antennas to produce ambiguous AOA estimates. These ambiguous estimates are then resolved by using AOA estimates obtained from the individual spirals using the Phase Comparison approach. Unlike the LPI, a single Hybrid Interferometer requires only three spirals, but operates over a wide hand of frequencies. Like the LPI, 0-7803-81 55-6/04/$17.00 02004 IEEE however, it was observed that for a fixed Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), there was a long haselme separation beyond which the AOA estimates obtained fiom the individual spiral antennas cannot discern between adjacent ambiguous solutions. Likewise, for a fixed long baseline separation, there was an SNR below which accurate resolution of ambiguous solutions could not consistently be performed. This threshold exists for both the LPl and the Hybrid Interferometer, but the Hybrid Interferometer produced AOA estimates much more robust in the face of this thresholding.
phase of these modal outputs.
Comparison of the magnitude and phase of these modal outputs provide an estimate of AOA. The frequency of operation of the spiral is determined by the radii over which the spiral elements comprising the spiral antenna retain their relative angular displacement. Hence, the spiral is widehand. Alternatively, it was seen that that using the terminal outputs directly, in conjunction with parameter estimation techniques, produced AOA estimates at least as accurate as those of the comparison method, but with improved coverage in the elevation.
These parameter estimation approaches emploved steering vectors derived from the field equation
. _ TO deal with the threshold effect, the signals from all three spirals were concatenated to form a single data matrix. Pirameter estimation techniques were then applied to this composite data matrix. It was seen that this process, previously described as Hybrid-MUSIC, eliminated the threshold phenomenon, producing AOA estimates completely free of the effects of the ambiguities that were problematic with the LPl and the Hybrid Interferometer. Moreover, the AOA estimates of Hybrid-MUSIC [9] were much improved over a wide band of frequencies beyond those of the LPI and the Hybrid-Interferometer. Unfortunately, application of MUSIC to the three spiral (1). ne estimates of AOA (&o ,40), obtained by using a single, N-arm spiral were seen to vary according to SNR. ~~ interferometer requires a significant increase in computational power and more complex, expensive receiver technology. Three, 4-arm spirals, configured in Hyhrid-MUSIC, would require a twelve-channel receiver operating on a twelve-row data matrix! This work, then, seeks to find a middle ground that improves upon the Hybrid-Interferometer, which is itself an improvement on the LPI in terms of AOA accuracy and bandwidth consideration. At the same time, it seeks to avoid the computational and hardware requirements of Hybrid-MUSIC. Resolving the Ambiguig Using MUSIC-The accuracy of AOA estimates obtained from a single spiral are not as accurate as those obtained from a LPI operating at its design fkequency. The LPI provides increased accuracy due to its use o f a large separation between antennas. Thus, to incorporate the increased accuracy of the LPI, but over a wide band of frequencies, three spirals were arranged as shown in Figure (3) .
THEORY
By establishing two long, perpendicular baselines, estimates of the AOA with respect to each baseline are determined. From these estimates, estimates of the unknown AOA (eo, QJ are determined.
Since the N-arm spiral can be considered as an array of spiral wire elements, the phase difference between the kth pair of these elements is the klh measured phase difference.
The average of these measured phase differences is denoted by x, and is necessarily a number of modulo-2n. The large separation between antennas, however, would dictate that the actual value of phase difference,z,, which also includes some noise, would be related to the measured value as for n=Q+!$i?,..: k=Q..+@-l)
where E is the measurement noise, v. = sin (e, ) sin (@,J, is the true value of the direction cosine and fi0 is an estimate of the unknown integer, n.,, to be determined by resolving the phase ambiguity.
Another estimate of x is available from the individual spirals, f . This estimate is much more coarse, but is unambiguous, and is given by where
It should be noted that io,$, and f are all random variables, displaying characteristics of a Gaussian distribution. When the distribution off , obtained from the individual spiral antennas, is wider than the distribution of multiple, adjacent, ambiguous estimates off. , obtained from the phase differences between spirals, the value of n., selected is prone to error. This results in erroneous estimates of v. , and, therefore,y. As was shown in Figure  ( 2), the standard deviation of the estimates of elevation angle obtained from a single spiral using MUSIC or MLM are much improved over those obtained using the comparison approach. Lower standard deviation implies a narrower distribution. Moreover, the estimate of n., obtained using MUSIC (or MLM) is more accurate, as is the resulting estimate of y. 
RESULTS
Several simulations were run and evaluated to provide a hasis of comparison for the three techniques described herein. These results were obtained using a computer simulation and Monte Carlo analysis techniques. Each test point was evaluated over 100 trials to establish convergent statistical data.
The first results shown in Figures (6) - (9), deal with the performance of these AOA determinations systems over a range of baselines, hut for two different SNR values of 10 dB and 4 dB. Here, the AOA was fixed at 0=40" and @=90' , equivalent to y-50". An alternative viewpoint is to describe the baseline as fixed at d13 = 16.2h10, where hlo is one wavelength at 10 GHz. In this case, a variation of baselines from 5.2h to 25.2% is equivalent to a variation of frequency from 3.2 GHz to 15.5 GHz for a fixed dl,.
In Figures (6) - (7), the bias and standard deviations of AOA estimates are shown respectively for the case where SNR = IO dB. These results reveal that the ambiguities associated with the AOA estimates obtained from the long baseline are resolved with the coarse estimates obtained from the spirals using either the comparison method or MUSIC.
Furthermore, there is a threshold beyond which unambiguous resolution occurs, and the threshold observed by resolution using MUSIC is higher than that achieved by resolution using the comparison method. In the case of the conventional comparison technique, this threshold occurs at approximately d1; = 7.5h, while for the case of MUSIC resolution this threshold o c c m at a much larger dl; = 17.5h. Even beyond threshold it should be noted that accuracy of the AOA estimates using MUSIC is superior to that using the comparison approach. It is also noted that the application of MUSIC to the concatenated data matrix provides the best accuracy, and does not exhibit the threshold effect. Figures (8) and (9) display the bias and standard deviations respectively for the identical case as Figures (6) and (7), but for SNR = 4 dB. For this case, the SNR and the range of baselines were chosen to explicitly avoid the threshold effect. As such, it is evident that the accuracy of AOA estimates (and the standard deviation of those estimates) obtained using MUSIC resolution is much improved over that obtained using the comparison approach. Recognizing that omni directional elements are not being used, it is useful to evaluate the effectiveness of the comparison and MUSIC approaches to resolution for a variety of AOA's. In fact, the azimuthal symmetry of the fields pattern of the spiral, in conjunction with the arrangement of the spirals as a hybrid interferometer, make variation of the azimuth angle,@, very uninteresting. The elevation angle, 8, poses different considerations, since the modal field patterns obtained from the individual spirals very considerably. In fact, it is this variation that provides the multi-mode spiral with so much of its special ability to estimate AOA. To examine this aspect, azimuth was fixed at @=90", rather the AOA was set in the y-z plane of Figure   ( 3). For a fixed frequency (IOGHz) and baseline (d13=16. 2hlo), the elevation angle,!$ was varied from IT to 70'.
The case of 8=0", coincides with boresight or an AOA incident from the +z axis, while the case of 8=90° is the case of grazing incidence. Figures (12) and (13) display the results of this comparison for the case of SNR = IO dB.
Clearly, MUSIC resolution outperforms comparison resolution, providing much lower bias and standard deviation statistics. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, three relatively innovative techniques to estimate the AOA of an unknown source have been considered. The first technique, the Hybrid Interferometer using the comparison method, had the worst accuracy, but also the lowest computational requirements. The second technique, Hybrid-MUSIC, bas the best accuracy, but requires computational power that is excessive. The final alternative is the Hybrid Interferometer where ambiguity resolution has been obtained by applying MUSIC to extract a coarse AOA estimate from the spirals comprising the interferometer. This method was seen to excellent results with better thresholds, while not requiring excessive computational power.
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